
Answer Number of likes
depends on which part of 'quality', SME, Technical writer, legal, etc. 3
our SMEs are : developers, QAs, product leaders, product managers, technical support, 
presales engineers 2
Nobody. They consider that the content quality is given because the contents are written by 
engineers... 1
QA team and dev (check for accuracy, and typos, and readability) 1
1st round of review is with my colleagues writers (we are a team of 4). Then the team of 
trainers, who will train clients on the produst 1
Amending my answer:  QA + Dev + UX usually review 1
and the SMEs for specific topics: developpers, marketing, project manager 1
The middle manager who is an engineer 0
Regulatory Department for regulatory information. But overall nobody 0
me, as techwriter and former engineer 0
Mechanical project manager, Electrical project manager and Chief project manager 0

We're two tech writers. I'm a junior and the other tech writer is a senior. I ask her to review 
the "global content", otherwise the developers are making reviews for the technical aspect. 0
Final review is by Quality & Regulatory Affaires 0

As the writer, I do while I am researching/interviewing SMEs while writing. Content is already 
valid before before structuring it. QA/Integration/Developers often review, if they have time. 0
We share our documents on a collaborative platform and they are reviewed by SMEs and 
other technical writers. We use OnlyOffice 0
SMEs for technical accuracy, nobody for whether the content is easy to understand! 0

we send out PDFs and handle all comments, there is room for improvement on the process ;-) 0
Software strings: collaboration among tech writer, SME and developers. 0
Linguistic reviews and style guide application: peer reviews by other writers, information 
architects, UX writers, and tooling helps
Technical reviews: developers, QA, product managers 0
Documentation: lingusitic quality: tech writer. Technical content: SME and tech writer. 
Writing for translation: tech writer. 0
Product managers are in charge of reviewing, but I get also feedback from our Project 
managers, the support team, and occasional feedback from customers is useful. 0
Apart from peers reviewing the material linguisticwise, we use a Simplified Technical English 
checker for customers who use this standard 0
SMEs (Product Managers) review the content / technical accuracy. Technical Writers review 
the quality of the writing. 0
Translators also notice errors and confusing content and they tell the writers 0

Who checks content quality ?
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